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Using saw and seen correctly 

Worksheet 3 

Saw and Seen are tenses of to see. Seen is a past participle of to see 

and is accompanied by a form of to have or to be (ex. I have seen my 

brother). Saw is the past tense of to see. It is a verb (ex. I saw my 

brother). 

Circle the word that best completes the sentence. 

1. The kids were saw/seen climbing on the monkey bars. 

2. The letter was saw/seen on the desk. 

3. Fred saw/seen his brother across the parking lot. 

4. Merlin saw/seen the magic trick up close. 

5. The goat saw/seen a rabbit and ran after it. 

6. The camera saw/seen the person running past the bank. 

7. This book has saw/seen better days. 

8. My mother says she has saw/seen every movie ever made. 

9. The police saw/seen the accident happen. 

10. I saw/seen you hit him. 

11. The toaster looks like it has saw/seen a ghost. 

12. The kitten saw/seen its mother and started crying. 

13. I saw/seen the school bus leaving. 

14. I saw/seen two juniors playing in the field. 

15. He saw/seen the tornado warning on the news. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. The kids were saw/seen climbing on the monkey bars. 

2. The letter was saw/seen on the desk. 

3. Fred saw/seen his brother across the parking lot. 

4. Merlin saw/seen the magic trick up close. 

5. The goat saw/seen a rabbit and ran after it. 

6. The camera saw/seen the person running past the bank. 

7. This book has saw/seen better days. 

8. My mother says she has saw/seen every movie ever made. 

9. The police saw/seen the accident happen. 

10. I saw/seen you hit him. 

11. The toaster looks like it has saw/seen a ghost. 

12. The kitten saw/seen its mother and started crying. 

13. I saw/seen the school bus leaving. 

14. I saw/seen two juniors playing in the field. 

15. He saw/seen the tornado warning on the news. 


